Hawthorn's
London Dry Gin
UNITED KINGDOM, ENGLAND

DESCRIPTION
US BRITS LOVE THE SEA…...rain, hail or shine, we make our way to the coast
in droves to enjoy windswept walks, the sound of the waves crashing on the rocks
and the salty air on our skin. At Hawthorn’s we’ve bottled that feeling in one
perfect, citrussy, smooth, not-so-classic London Dry gin. First crafted in 1942 by
our own salty seadog Commander ‘Skip’, who distilled botanicals collected during
his tours of foreign seas. Skip would then share his “damn ﬁne” drop, smuggling it
on-board for his battle-weary crew. Years later, his grandson discovered his recipe
in his secret wartime diary and recreated it in his name. Just as Skip shared his
creation with his crew, we want to share their discovery with you! Welcome to
Hawthorn’s – one sip and you’ll be all at sea. Hawthorn’s. Crafted at Sea.

TYPE

Gin
ABV

41%
AVAILABLE SIZES (L)

0.750
DISTILLER

Rob Dorsett
OWNER

PRODUCER OVERVIEW
US BRITS LOVE THE SEA......rain, hail or shine, we make our way to the coast in
droves to enjoy windswept walks, the sound of the waves crashing on the rocks and
the salty air on our skin. At Hawthorn’s we’ve bottled that feeling in one perfect,
citrussy, smooth, not-so-classic London Dry gin. First crafted in 1942 by our own
salty seadog Commander ‘Skip’, who distilled botanicals collected during his tours
of foreign seas. Skip would then share his “damn ﬁne” drop, smuggling it on-board
for his battle-weary crew. Years later, his grandson discovered his recipe in his
secret wartime diary and recreated it in his name. Just as Skip shared his creation
with his crew, we want to share their discovery with you! Welcome to Hawthorn’s –
one sip and you’ll be all at sea. Hawthorn’s. Crafted at Sea.

Nick Masters and Will Turnage

ENVIRONMENTAL INITIATIVE
Natural
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